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About This Game

Mr Rabbit’s Alphabet Forest Adventure is an exciting game to teach a child English phonics and alphabet in an engaging way.

Mr Rabbit who travels through a forest maze to find letters. Each letter is spelled on collection in a cheerful and enthusiastic
voice of a child who enjoys playing it. You can encourage your child to spell the letters along as a practice and to seed the

positive feeling of reading while doing so. The letter then must be traced (with a mouse or with a finger if you happen to use a
touch screen device). Each letter allows unlocking of a door. Four letters collected from each level open a portal to a next part

of the maze. The labyrinth levels gradually increase in difficulty in order to present some challenge and to occupy the little ones
while having fun. The collected letters are also available in the index page of the main menu, where their sound can be replayed

and where painting them can also be repeated.

Oh! And don’t forget about the carrots! The time for each level is limited so in case of the time running out just lead Mr Rabbit
to a carrot to get more time to finish the level.

The quiz feature allows children to test their knowledge of both tracing of letter shapes and listening to letter sounds.

There are 2 modes of letter presentation: standard alphabetical mode with capital letters and "satpin" mode used in UK
education system.

Mr Rabbit’s Alphabet Forest Adventure is designed for children. The game has bright colors, enthusiastic music and is a maze
so it does require a bit of thinking. Usually, it’s more running than solving problems but rabbits are good at that.

Whether your child starts learning the alphabet or is a reading beginner this is a game for it.
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The game was tested in schools and feedback collected from teachers was incorporated into game's development.

There aren’t many other games out there that are designed especially for children and are more than a time killer. Mr Rabbit’s
Alphabet Game bloomed from a need of parents who wanted their child to play a game that’s interesting, designed for children

and educational to fill that gap.

Free licenses are available for schools and other non-profit entities. Email admin@alakhainespecialistconsulting.co.uk to request
license keys.

The game uses OpenDyslectic font to support children with reading/writing difficulties. Tracing letters with fingers is a popular
way to enhance the learning experience.

Mobile version of the game is available for Android at
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.BlackIceGaming.BouncemonNotFree
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Title: Mr Rabbit's Alphabet Forest Adventure
Genre: Casual, Indie
Developer:
Alakhaine Specialist Consulting Limited
Publisher:
Alakhaine Specialist Consulting Limited
Release Date: 17 Jul, 2018
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Great game worth the money. Tosi hyvä. Muistuttaa TF2:sta aika paljon.. The plane is essentially unflyable. It literally has GTA
V physics. You can roll the plane three times at about 300AGL and not crash.. Better than android version,love this game,love
the music,love Abbie!
And my friend code is 80b 71d b12.Just add me!. This review is on my first playthrough.

I wanted to like this game, but there's just so much that doesn't make sense. The timeline is very confusing while in-game, but
thinking about it afterwards helped me sort a few things out. Nevertheless, it is still really confusing. There are characters that
are introduced that don't really relate to what the "main" (?) story is. It was nice solving the puzzles, and it did feel like it was
going somewhere. However, the prologue doesn't really...fit. There are parts that should have been cut out completely. This is
like 2 different games. I feel like the dev was starting with one idea and then it all just shifted back and forth between the other
idea. The soundtrack didn't interest me at all. It felt bland. The characters mad little to no sense for me since it felt like some
didn't even fit. This game is just a big mess. While you do get your money's worth of $2, there are other games that are the same
price, or even free, that are just amazing. This game doesn't cut it. I can't recommend it due to the story and the fact that some
characters have no place in the game. If this was made better, I could recommend it. As of now, it's a no from me. Use your $2
for a different game.. I love and hate this game. It is really fun and has a great sound track, but it is super punishing. You will
die over and over. You may even rage quit. That being said, the gameplay is very simple and addictive.. I decided to not
recommend this version of the game because of its additional contributions to the original. A.R.E.S. was already a decent
sidescrolling platformer. This is simply an upgrade in graphics. minor adjustments to game mechanics, and the inclusion of
more story (which is told through cutscenes). Besides those changes, the game is exactly the same as the original and does not
merit the price that it was given at launch and still does not merit. I would only buy this game on sale, even if you do not own it..
Quickly drives my Win OS crazy everytime, and crashes.
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Very nice!
. This game brings back memories in school, Superfighters better than ever! Only complaint is enable dpad movement with the
controller!. Just an amazing game!
Looks good
10/10!
A must buy for sure!. I've only played 30 minutes of this game and I already love it,
Love the polygon style,
Dynamic lighting,
and over the top physics,
Just 2 minor cons(which will probably be fixed,EARLY ACCESS and all that);
The game freezes if you pause it with the 360 controller,
I wish you could trigger the Wand of Bombings markings for maximum effectiveness\/safety,

Everything else is really fun
and for a low price,
Good just to pick up and play

Also, I'm a huge sucker for puns XD

. Finally I can play this game again. It is so much fun to build a transport company and manage all the vehicles. The graphic is a
bit old but who cares when you have a lot of fun in this package.

The game works just fine on my desktop. I played already more than 20 h on Win 8.1 and have no problems at all with it. On
the Surface I couldn't play it because of the onboard graphic card but I saw there is a remark on that in the discription.. They did
spend some time finding those Trivias.
I like that they indicate the correct answer.
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